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Highlights in Faculty Achievement

- Carolyn Nadeau publishes Spanish Civil War
- Samantha F. Tucci endowed professorship.
- The Wozniak Hispanic Studies Center celebrates its 10th anniversary.
- Dr. Mythra Rajamohan teaches "The Future Tense in Two Languages and Beyond" at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Diversifying Continues to Impact in Campus Community and Beyond

- IWU Student Colloquium on Chicano/Chicana Literatures and Cultures: "El buscón: espacios urbanos en la narrativa contemporánea."
- Ana Rossetti on the Wrappings of Marginality and the Masquerade of Memory.
- "El buscón: incubación de la violencia.""El buscón: soterrado y ánima reprimida en la España tardío del siglo XIX."
- "Deberes de la patria" by César Valverde in the Madison Wiesendanger Transnational Latin American Journal.
- "Las Mujeres De Oro: El buscón," by Luis Leal.

Research Honors Recipient, Mark Martinez, receives the Moncloa Prize for his research on "Education in the Spanish Civil War."
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